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Abstract— Encounter-based social networks and encounter
based systems link users who share a location at the same time, as
opposed to the traditional social network paradigm of linking
users who have an offline friendship. This new approach presents
challenges that are fundamentally different from those tackled by
previous social network designs. In this paper, we explore the
functional and security requirements for these new systems, such
as availability, security, and privacy, and present several design
options for building secure encounter-based social networks. To
highlight these challenges we examine one recently proposed
encounter-based social network design and compare it to a set of
idealized security and functionality requirements. We show that
it is vulnerable to several attacks, including impersonation,
collusion, and privacy breaching, even though it was designed
specifically for security. Mindful of the possible pitfalls, we
construct a flexible framework for secure encounter-based social
networks, which can be used to construct networks that offer
different security, privacy, and availability guarantees. We
describe two example constructions derived from this
framework, and consider each in terms of the ideal requirements.
Some of our new designs fulfill more requirements in terms of
system security, reliability, and privacy than previous work. We
also evaluate real-world performance of one of our designs by
implementing a proof-of-concept iPhone application called
MeetUp. Experiments highlight the potential of our system and
hint at the deploy ability of our designs on a large scale.

Index Terms—Social networks, Location-based services, Privacy.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the conventional model of social networks, users select
their contacts from a set of off-line acquaintances. Despite
their utility, these conventional networks support only a
subset of social networking: two users will only be able
to establish a relationship in the social network if they know
of, or are introduced to each other. On the other hand, in an
encounter- based social network, the only requirement for
establishing a connection is to be in the same place at the
same time—similar to striking up a conversation at a public
place. Encounter-based social networks would provide a
computing infrastructure to allow for creation of varied
services such as a ―missed connections‖ virtual bulletin
board, on-the-fly introductions (business card exchange), or
real-time in-person key distribution to bootstrap secure
communication in other systems.

Although at first glance encounter-based systems appear
very similar to existing social networks, they present a
dramatically different set of challenges, not the least of
which are security and privacy of users and authenticity of
the other party in a conversation. Guarantees that are trivial in
traditional social networks, such as authenticity (ensuring
one is communicating with the desired person), become
open problems in encounter-based networks. Additionally,
requirements like anonymity a feature that is not needed in
most traditional online social networks based on prior faceto-face contact need to be considered in encounter-based
networks. This is desirable because users would expect
information about people they happen to meet to stay private.
Furthermore, since people do not automatically place their
trust in others simply based on presence in the same
location, it is also desirable to reveal the minimum amount of
information required for future secure communication.
Sharing detailed personal information is not the primary goal
of encounter-based networks, but can of course be easily
implemented if both users agree upon the successful verified
encounter. In this paper we consider fundamental
requirements for encounter-based social networks. We note
that in addition to basic functionality like high
availability, scalability, and robustness to failure, these
systems should provide several security guarantees,
including privacy in the form of unlink- ability of users
sharing an encounter, confidentiality of data exchanged
among encounter participants, and authentication of both
users in a two-party conversation. A recent state-of-theart design, fails to meet a number of these requirements
(even though it was built explicitly with security in mind).
We propose a generic design that can be used to construct
networks that provide different security guarantees. We then
describe individual designs and show the benefits and tradeoffs of specific security design decisions.
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Unlike prior work, we provide fine-grained separation
between the encounter event and the eventual connection
and communication: authentication and communication may
hap- pen immediately, or may be delayed for an arbitrary
period of time. The former provides unlink ability between
the two paired users (a third party cannot determine that two
users have made a connection), while the latter increases
convenience and flexibility at the cost of somewhat degraded
unlink ability. However,
both
schemes
guarantee
authentication—that once established, the connection is
with the desired user. Both of these designs consist of
an ―online phase,‖ where the encounter takes place and
encounter instance information is exchanged, and an
―offline‖ or delayed communication phase, where encounter
information is used for the two parties to reconnect and
communicate privately. It is worth noting that we assume
that other users at the encounter time and location are
potentially malicious, and may collect information, collude
with other parties, and otherwise make it difficult for two
people to establish a secure private connection. We
developed a prototype of our design, called Meet Up t ha t
uses visual authentication for encounter information exchange
and verification. At the core of our system is a visual
authentication scheme that provides authenticity guarantees
for users involved in an encounter. Our authentication
scheme capitalizes on that people are good at
remembering faces but worse at remembering names
Encounter-based networks with visual authentication would
play to people’s strengths, allowing anyone who remembers
a face to later connect with the ―owner‖ of that face,
without the need to remember additional information. Meet
Up uses Tor hidden services to provide an anonymous
communication channel for the second phase of our
protocol. By performing preliminary real- world experiments
using plausible deployment settings, and considering user
feedback, we highlight the end-user usability of our system
and its feasibility for deployment at larger scales. While the

main contribution of this paper is an encounter- based social
network design, our techniques can be employed for a wide
range of applications, such as a drop-in replacement for a
face-to-face key distribution service for future secure
communication or for privacy-preserving file sharing systems,
e.g. OneSwarm. In OneSwarm, untrusted users get their keys
from an online key distribution center. Using our design,
one may distribute keys to untrusted users based on some
shared activity an encounter. Any application that requires
key pre-distribution, such as storage services, private filesharing systems, private collaboration groups, etc, would
benefit from our design in the same way. Another ex- ample
is a scientific meeting, where some researchers present their
work, and others participate in discussions, and no one has
time to introduce themselves to everyone. We can employ our
encounter-based system for private on-the-fly name and
business card distribution.
Our contributions in this work are as follows. (i) by
first outlining security and functional requirements that are
ide- ally desired for encounter-based social network and
arguing that these are minimal requirements for many
distributed system with reasonable security and privacy
guarantees, we examine the extent to which SMILE, a
recent state-of-the- art design of secure encounter-based
social network, meets these requirements, showing that it is
vulnerable to many attacks. (ii) We propose a new and
generic architecture for encounter-based social networking
that greatly differs from the architecture of previously
proposed systems and suggest two possible implementations,
each striking a balance between performance and security.
(iii) we show the feasibility of our designs by
implementing a proof-of-concept system— including an
iPhone application called MeetUp—conforming to our
requirements and evaluating its performance in real- world
settings using mobile devices, and by bringing further evidence
on the usability of our design and rationality of used
assumptions based on several user studies.
The organization of this work is as follows. We
describe idealized security and functional requirements
expected in encounter-based networks. We discuss some of
the related work in the literature, followed by a discussion
of vulnerabilities of SMILE. We introduce the design of
generic encounter-based social network and discuss two
specific designs. We discuss the implementation of Meet Up,
and details of some of the experiments that we performed to
illustrate the usability of our design.

SMILE: encounter-based trust for mobile social Service
Conventional mobile social services such as Loopt and
Google Latitude rely on two classes of trusted relationships:
participants trust a centralized server to manage their location
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information and trust between users is based on existing social
relationships. Unfortunately, these assumptions are not secure
or general enough for many mobile social scenarios:
centralized servers cannot always be relied upon to preserve
data confidentiality, and users may want to use mobile social
services to establish new relationships. To address these
shortcomings, this paper describes SMILE, a privacypreserving "missed-connections" service in which the service
provider is untrusted and users are not assumed to have preestablished social relationships with each other. At a highlevel, SMILE uses short-range wireless communication and
standard cryptographic primitives to mimic the behavior of
users in existing missed-connections services such as
Craigslist: trust is founded solely on anonymous users' ability
to prove to each other that they shared an encounter in the
past. We have evaluated SMILE using protocol analysis, an
informal study of Craigslist usage, and experiments with a
prototype implementation and found it to be both privacy
preserving and feasible.

2

R E QUIRE ME NTS

AND

C HALLE NG S

Many encounter-based designs do not consider even basic
security and privacy requirements along with functionality
and performance. Others fail to meet these requirements even
though they were created with the explicit goal of satisfying
them. Below, we explore some requirements for idealized
secure encounter-based social net- works. While this list is
by no means complete, it can be used as a preliminary guide
for evaluating past and future designs.
2.1 Security Requirements
Here we outline some of the desired security features of
encounter-based social networks. Note that these
requirements are generic in the sense that they may apply to
many distributed systems which combine human interaction,
sensitive private information, and network communication.
The security requirements we e x p e c t in t h e s e syste m s
are a s fo l l o ws . (i) Privacy or unlink ability. The privacy of
two parties sharing an encounter must be protected, even
from others in the vicinity who may also participate in
simultaneous encounters. In this case, privacy means that
an external adversary (even one taking part in the encounter
or colluding with a ―bulletin board‖ or rendezvous server to
be used in latter phase) who is not one of the two users of
interest should not be able to conclusively determine that two
users have made a connection. (ii) Authenticity, meaning that
when two users decide to make a connection, they should be
assured that messages indeed originate from each other. (iii)
Confidentiality, meaning that information exchanged
between two users should be accessible only to them.

2.2 Functional Requirements
The following are generic functional requirements in the
con- text of large-scale distributed systems that are also
desirable for an encounter-based social network. (i)
Availability. As such, the infrastructure to exchange
encounter information should be accessible most of the time.
The unavailability of individual users should not affect the
availability of other users. Since the time at which
encounter parties check for potential encounters associated
with their activities could be arbitrary, the encounter-based
social network is more sensitive to availability than
conventional social networks. (ii) Scalability. With typical
social networks being large in size, any potential social
network design, including those based on encounters,
should scale to support a large number of simultaneous
users. This requires minimizing dependence on a centralized
entity.

3 DE S IG NS AND DE S IG N OP TINS
With requirements outlined earlier, we generalize the
design of previous systems. Special attention has been given
to the security and privacy requirements previous designs
failed to achieve. We divide the design into functional blocks
and describe potential attacks on various parts of the system.
Then, we discuss two instantiations of the generic design;
each with different benefits and trade-offs.
3.1 Functional Components
The functional design of a typical encounter-based social
net- work consists of three major components located at
three different architectural layers. The user layer, the plugin layer, and the ―cloud‖ The term cloud may refer to a
storage location of the encounters and private messages (e.g.
a central rendezvous server or distributed ―mini-servers‖)
which is used by different encounter parties in the postencounter phase. However, the design can be quite flexible,
allowing storage components to be dynamically chosen
using a plug- in architecture: the system may support
centralized servers, distributed hash tables or even Tor
hidden services .Notice that each of the different layers
provides functionalities used to realize one or more
functional or security requirement among these
explain.
Furthermore, to establish a balance between the functional
and security requirements, we also discuss two specific
designs in the next subsection. Below, we elaborate on what
requirements each designs meet.
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information. (As in the immediate pairing scheme, we can use
timed-release encryption to enforce this constraint.) At a later
time, the device user can look at the list of collected identities
(and public keys) and select those with whom he wishes to
communicate. As before, we will use non-malleable
encryption to compose a message to the other user, but now
the message must be stored ―in the cloud‖ in such a way that it
is linkable to the public key of the user for whom it is
intended, and some encounter nonce passed at the time of the
encounter. This may not be a significant problem, considering
that only keys and faces are exposed, and not more personal
components of users’ identities. A sequence diagram showing
the operation of the two key generation design options is
shown in Fig. 2(b). While this scheme does not suffer from the
shortcomings in the immediate pairing scheme, the capability
of reconnecting to encounter parties depends entirely on the
capability of encounter parties to recall such encounters. We
believe remembering people is quite easy, given the limited
number of encounters per time window

4 IMP LE ME NTATIO N AND EX P ERIMNTS
3.2 Design option

Immediate exchange
if a user is willing to manually select the picture of
other users of interest while still at the encounter site, she can
compose an encounter key, encrypt it to the selected user’s
public key, and broadcast the resulting message. Each user in
the vicinity will detect the transmission and attempt to decrypt
it. However, only the target user will be able to decrypt the
message correctly, and thus recover the encounter key. This
key will be used later to exchange private messages at the
rendezvous point. This method prevents the rendezvous server
and colluding adversaries from determining which two users
are communicating. The advantage of this design option is
enabling users to make decisions while at the encounter space
while they remember well parties they encountered, enabling
direct communication and utilization of the physical
encounter, reasoning about some security guarantees in this
scenario might not be as easy. Particularly, unconventional
attacker capable of measuring signal strength and associating
that to users might be able to breach the privacy of users by
matching who meets whom by monitoring the encrypted
traffic between them, thus violating the unlink ability
requirement
Delayed Key Exchange
Devices will consistently broadcast their certificates,
but will not require others users to immediately review the

To validate our method and assess the practicality of our
design, we implemented the system on the iPhone
platform and tested it on multiple devices under ideal
conditions, as well as conditions that users are likely to
encounter in urban settings. In our implementation, we used
the delayed rendezvous scheme where the user’s device can
collect simulated broadcast information during encounters
and then use the decentralized Tor hidden service
architecture for the second part of the encounter. Those
require a hidden service URI (an address through which
one can access services deployed by hidden servers to be
part of the user’s information and is thus linked with the
certificate as a bundle in sent the transmissions. Notice that,
even when an adversary captures the certificate exchanged
between two honest participants, and get access to the URI,
the honest participant running the hidden service will still
have a full control over whether to respond to requests for
communication sent via the hidden service. Accordingly,
while the use of the hidden service would resolve the
rendezvous problem and provide means for reconnection
in the future based on the previous encounter, it will
increase the attack surface by enabling means for the
adversary to breach the Privacy of the users and their
encounter.
Notice that our design is generic. We are not limited to any
specific platform like Apple’s iOS, which we chose for
development, in any of our design ingredients. Our choice of
development platform for our proof-of-concept application is
only due to availability and ease of use for quick
prototyping. Other platforms, such as Android, would work
just as well. Consequently, any conclusions on the usability
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of our design are independent of the platform, as we only
require a smart phone with basic wireless capabilities.

5 APPLICATIONS
There are numerous applications of opportunistic mobile
social networks, and more applications are evolving as the
smart phone technology is advancing.
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